Who is Casac Benjali?.
The Founder & Chariman of Benjali Life International Pvt Ltd
The Founder & CEO of CEOnext Business Academy

A passionate self-driven motivational speaker, Business strategy expert, Mind transformation coach, Happiness
Consultant, Spiritual Trainer, Family Coach, Author and Entrepreneur who aims to serve universe with his vast knowledge
and incredible skill.
He helps Humans to find their real purpose and to discover their full potential through seminars, training and personal
coaching. Entrepreneurs are served by him with the required tactics to apply new business strategies, marketing
techniques, human management and leadership. He also inspires Couples to sustain a romantic, energetic and healthy
relationship in their marital life.
As a result of his enthusiasm in spiritual research, he helps people to discover their spiritual strength, inner peace,
stable and lasting happiness through mind transformation.
His Massive motivational events, seminars, intensive workshops, training, business coaching and personal coaching
has been served to thousands of people in India and abroad.
Casac Benjali helps corporate companies to nurture their human resource through different training programs. He has
designed several specialized programs for total employee productivity enhancement, Better management of customers
in counter sales/ service points, Training for enhancement of personal effectiveness, Organizational discipline, team
building etc. He also serves managers and higher professionals to transform or uplift their ability in leadership through
intensive leadership workshop.

MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER
Casac Benjali inspires and motivates you – groups or
organizations, leaders and individuals to be more efficient in what
you are doing and take it to the zenith. He urges you to look into
your own mind and find your talents, powers and abilities. Thus,
drive you to grab the positive opportunities around you to see your
life in a new perspective and make that drastic change happen. He
will guide you to the success in your life that you deserve.

SPIRITUAL SCIENTIST
Your mind is the most powerful thing that is always with you. You
just have to realize, recognize and utilize it for a better life. Casac
Benjali helps you to achieve a strong positive mind which can
raise you to a higher spiritual level with peace of mind, comfort
and happiness. He can help you control your mind and emotions
and grow to a higher spiritual level with more energy and power,
thus bringing the desired change in your life.

CORPORATE TRAINER
Casac Benjali can help you take your company to new heights by
instilling a conviction in both the management and employee

levels to leap forward to success. Whether you want to move the
company to a higher level or change your accomplishment styles
and methods, Casac Benjali is here to help you accelerate the
organizational change and improve your skills and talents to suit
the company objectives.

BUSINESS COACH
If you are an aspiring businessperson, Casac Benjali can inspire
you to get it started at the right time. And if you are running a good
business, he can help you reach your goals faster and make it
better and outstanding. He can guide you towards managing your
time better, taking actions that earn you profits and driving your
business forward. He is here to reignite your passion and redevelop
your visions and goals for the business. He can give you continued
support and occasional advice to help you recognize the ways in
which you can bring more success in your business.
He helps entrepreneurs to develop successful business models , by
applying simple and innovative strategies to attract market and
manage resources. He helps you to have competitive edge in your
industry through innovation, strategy, modeling and leadership.
Casac benjali also helps entrepreneurs to scale up their business
exponentially within short span of time in low risk .

ENTREPRENEUR

SUCCESS COACH
Casac Benjali helps you understand what success is and how to
achieve it by crafting strategies and systematic training. You may
be a student, sportsmen, artist, home-maker, officer,
businessperson, or a retired hand, he helps you recognize and
define your success, knowing your mind and abilities and can
assist you to move towards the goal of your life.

Casac Benjali took initiative to organize a venture and operate it
bearing all the financial and other risks. Self-reliance is valued high,
just as striving for excellence is an essential feature of
entrepreneurs. A highly optimistic person who always enjoys the
risks that comes his way. Bringing a positive change in the minds
of people is the major goal of this social entrepreneur.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
With his excellent presentation and public speaking skills along
with wide knowledge, Casac Benjali is the keynote speaker that
you have been searching for. He can capture the essence of your
programme and highlight the keynote message to the audience in
a memorable way, setting the overall tune and context for the
whole programme or event.

Life Changing Events and Seminars

SELF-MASTERY ELITE

Two Days’ Intensive Life-Changing Workshop
Everybody loves a good change in their life and yearns for success. All wish to have good health and wealth along with
peace, happiness, spirituality and good relations. Most of us believe that circumstances are the reason for our problems;
that we would win if we had a good family, that husband/wife or father/mother is the reason for all problems in life, that
the society is creating problems, that politicians are messing it all up. We also tend to blame our luck and stars too. We
hear and believe in hundreds of such reasons for failure.
Actually, what is the reason for our failure? Who/What is the real reason for the problems in our life?
In Casac Benjali’s life changing seminar ‘Self-Mastery Elite’, you will be able to learn how to change your entire life from
one point to another – from poverty to richness, ill-health to health, zero to hero, from depression to peacefulness,
sadness to happiness, from bad relationship to healthy relationship, and above all, from failure to success.
Mr. Casac Benjali teaches you how to identify the real problems in your life and will guide you to fix them. Using the
accelerated learning system and providing you with learning and exercise materials, the seminar will give you a new
vision of life.

How can we re-programme our mind?
In order to re-programme our mind to achieve our dreams in life, we need to understand how the mind works. We all have
user manuals for the things we buy, but we don’t know how to use the most powerful thing that we have – our mind. The
Benjali International Self-Mastery Programme is a training programme that helps you achieve the dreams of your life by
re-programming your mind easily in a very short time. This Programme helps you to achieve health, wealth, success,

peace, happiness and good relations by re-programming your mind scientifically.

What you will learn from this Programme?
What is human mind?

How to imagine scientifically?

How the human mind works?

How to give commands to mind?

What is the law of attraction?

The psychology of wealth

How fear grows in mind and how to

Psychology to gain good health

overcome that fear?

Five pillars to gain health

What is the language of mind?

How to re-condition mind?

UNSTOPPABLE

Peak performance energy pack

We all wishes to be more productive, happy and energetic , but unseen forces are limiting us to live our full potential life.
We need to discover our full potential to live our one and only dream life.
Unstoppable is a unique High Power energy motivation Program, this event will help you to dig out your full potential and
energy, this session will help you to come out of your laziness and bad habits
What can we do to live with more energy?
What to do to get our desired life?
What to do to be always happy?
What to do to work better in work and business?

In this training we will enable you to discover all the answers of above queries.
‘unstoppable’ is a rare mind transformation program, that helps you to get through your best work by helping you to find
your genuine ability and inspire you to get your best performance

Benefits you can grab from this Programme
Super lasting Energy

Mind transformation

High productive

Right thought process

Peak Performance mindset

Happy family life

Peace of mind

Happy work life

Happiness

Success Mindset

Extreme Motivation

HAPPY FAMILY
One/ two Days Intensive workshop
What happened to our marriage and other relationships , family courts are filled with divorce files , counselling centres
are crowded with family issues . Most of the surviving marriages are just ‘Adjusting’- which means sacrificing our
happiness for someone’s happiness . In such case both will soon end up in misery.
Everyone craves for a romantic and lovely married life , but only 2-5% of couples enjoy it .In this rapid changing complex
world marriages are failing into turmoil , husband and wife do not even know what is the expectation and need of a
partner.
Parenting has become most complicated business in these days , social media and gadgets are defining children’s
behaviour. Nurturing is most complicated part in the development of children’s conscious and sub conscious mind. We
don’t get training to be a good parent , we don’t know how to deal with our child’s needs .

Benefits you can grab from this Programme
In this training casac benjali will teach you how to live a romantic and trustful married life.
This program will help you to understand your partner’s needs and psychology.
This will help you to fulfill the emotional, physical and other needs each other.
What does a wife expect from her husband and vice versa?
How to meet your wife’s / husband’s all needs by making yourself happy.
Secrets of lasting romance and love and sexual enjoyment, how and when to express it.
Understanding of child’s mind and how to nurture your child in a positive way
How to cultivate good Habits in children & How to be a role model of parenting.

HOLIDAY WISDOM
Travel | Retreat | Motivation | Transformation

Holiday wisdom is the exclusive life changing program of casac benjali . This is a special program combined with
holidays. Casac benjali helps you to enjoy your holiday along with success and wisdom.
He helps you to use your holidays to transform your life into ultimate success. This special event includes travel , site
seeing , success wisdom, inner joy , secret of happiness, spiritual mastery.
This is not just a training , this is a real life style program that will teach you to be happy and content in each and every
moments of your life .
Duration of this program can be 3 days to 10 days depends on the tour package( includes Inbound India , Dubai, Singapore
and Malaysia , Asia , Europe , Africa and US )

Holiday wisdom has three different programs depends on the team segment
Holiday Business Wisdom - For business People only
Holiday Life Wisdom - This is for general – Everybody can participate
Holiday Family Wisdom - For family only

SPIRITUAL WISDOM

Purpose of life | Peace | Happiness | Legacy

Every human has his own wisdom , but very few discover it . In Spiritual Wisdom – Casac Benjali teaches you to discover
your own purpose in this universe , he will help you to unleash your real power . In this 4 days residential lifestyle training
session, you will learn how to live happily .

This program will be conducted twice in a year
The session will help you to remove all your inner blocks &You can experience your full power and potential.
You can enjoy ultimate freedom &It will help you to uplift your spiritual power.
Abundance of lasting happiness, peacefulness and joyful life
Will help you to identify your goal, talent, interests
Achieve good health by organizing your thought and inner hormone mechanism
Increase in consciousness and control all your thoughts, actions and behavior.
ultimate wisdom level
This program is not meant to any religion or caste

CALL YOUR DESTINY
Children’s Dream Factory

The biggest discovery in the world is to find one’s own way – one’s own abilities and life-goals. Majority of the people
just go on living without knowing their abilities and obligation in life. Each and every one of us has a unique obligation
that we alone can carry out, because all human beings are different and unique. Going through the world history, we can
clearly understand that each personality who re-wrote the world history was an utter failure before realizing his/her
mission and obligation.
Most of us do not enjoy our work. We see many who lose their health and peace of mind by their occupation and becomes
chronic patients. Lakhs of doctors and engineers come out of our colleges every year. But how many engineers make any
change in the world order? How many doctors bring any new contribution to the medical field? Very few. How many
professionals enjoy their work? ‘Very few’ is the answer here also. Why are we not able to enjoy our work? Boredom will

be a distant term when we are doing things that we love even for 24 hours, but we toil to complete even 8 hours in our
work. Why is it so?
We will never feel bored if we work according to our real abilities and interests. In such a case, work will only increase
our energy.
In order to fill our life with happiness and success, to make big changes in the world, we all should recognize our real
ability and power. We should recognize our actual goal. One will not be a good doctor, if he had wished to be a footballer
and was forced into the medical profession.
Howard Gardner talks about nine ways in which aptitude differs in each person. Each person can be a light for the world
if his/her real interest is recognized and nurtured.
The Call to Your Destiny Programme conducted by the Benjali International includes scientific tests to find the real
abilities inherent in a child. There is nothing valuable that a parent can do than recognizing the real abilities of his/her
child and encouraging them. The Two Days’ Intensive Workshop finds the abilities inherent in children and provides
information and guidelines to build up a career based on their interest.

What you will learn from this Programme?
What are the interests of a person?
How can we know our aptitude/interest?
What do we gain by recognizing and nurturing our aptitude/interest?
How does aptitude help in success of life?
How can we nurture our abilities?

PERSONAL COACHING
PERSONAL COACHIN

PERSONAL COACHING
When your life is in a dilemma, even a small encouraging voice will take your life to new heights.
Are you stuck in your life not knowing where to go? Are you not able to overcome the continuous failures in life? Are you searching for a mentor
who can help you break the obstacles in life and overcome the conditioning of your mind?
Casac Benjali helps you to get out of the conditioning of your mind and lead the life you have been dreaming of. It also provides you with personal
coaching services to overcome mental tension, failure in relations, business failures etc. Helping you recognize the mental condition you have
been living with, the Benjali International stimulates your confidence and drives you towards success in life.
Each person has the ability to earn more than he/she is earning now. But most people fail to realize it. A mentor can recognize your abilities and
help you fly to new heights of success.

Business Training and Wealth Coaching

Part -1

MILLIONAIRE CLUB
Three Days Workshop

Wealth leads the world forward. Wealth is essential for beginning new industries, for the government to build new roads
and bridges as well as for welfare programmes. It is needed for the building of places of worship and for running hospitals
etc.
Only a very few ones desire not to have wealth. Even those who talk against a wealth and say there is no meaning in
having wealth do wish to have wealth. Wealth is needed to carry out anything in life, be it having a desired life, owning
the things we wish, travelling, buying a car or house etc.
95% of the wealth in the world is controlled by a mere 5% people. Why does this happen? While the rich grow richer, the
majority of people toil under poverty or struggle to keep the two ends meet. Why can’t everybody be rich?
Why can’t many wins even after working hard or doing business to make money? What has to be done to solve financial
problems? Even when two people do the same business, why only one wins and the other fails miserably?
The Mentality Called Wealthiness
Wealth is never a material thing, but rather it is a mentality close to our mind. Many who work from morning till midnight
fail to make wealth because they do not have wealth in their minds. Because, they do not have the mindset of wealthiness
to attract wealth to life.
Our circumstances form us. The things that we hear, see, know, learn and experience since childhood condition our mind.
The conditioning of our mind decides our health, wealth and relations as well as the overview and success of life.
Our financial state is formed only by the financial blueprint in our mind which is developed by whatever we have heard,
known and believed about wealth. A Person’s financial blueprint will not be helpful to earn wealth if he/she has wrong
thoughts as these – it is wrong to earn more wealth, there is no need to have more wealth but rather it’s enough just to
keep a minimal living, the rich are all bad and cunning, you can’t sleep if you have a lot of wealth, it is very difficult to
make wealth, etc. Those who have such a mindset will not be able to make wealth, how hard they work or how well they
do business.
The Casac Benjali Millionaire Club Wealth Mastery Programme trains you to remove the hindrances in your mind in the
way of creating wealth and to attract infinite wealth to your life. You get to attract more wealth to your life through your
work and business by getting out of the limited convictions about wealth. The Programme also includes information
about the new scopes of business worldwide as well as the new trends in technology along with how to manage wealth.
The Wealth Mastery Programme is helpful for those who desire to work for the goodness of the world especially by
employing more people in their virtuous business organization and to be with what is the best for the society.
The importance of this training programme is its simplicity which makes it easy for you to apply the accelerated training
programme in your life.

What you will learn from this Programme?
The psychology to create good wealth
Recognize the wrong convictions about wealth in your sub-conscious mind and create a mental state to attract
wealth
How to have a mind that creates wealth & how-to bring success in business.
Habits of billionaires & Billionaire mental strategies.
Secrets for a quick way in money-making

Part -2

BUSINESS LEADERSHIP
Two Days Intensive Workshop

Your leader defines you. The world changes in time according to its leaders. The horizon of a country, society or a business
establishment depends on the limitations of its leader. This explains why the same country or establishment varies in
its gains and losses under different leaders. Leadership quality is present in each and every one, but only the area of
influence varies based on the abilities of a person.
Are you a business person? Are you a person who leads the activities in an organization? Are you a social or political
activist? If so, you must understand about leadership. You should realize that leadership ability is something that can be
improved.
Only a very few are born as leaders. Some people exhibit the leadership ability since childhood, while others become
leaders due to their circumstances. Each one of us is a leader in our home, business, workplace or society. We have to
take out our leadership abilities in every field. But majority of people believe that leadership ability cannot be created or
achieved.
If you are a business person, the growth of your business will be one point below your leadership ability. For example, if
your leadership ability can be counted as 7 points, your business growth will be 5 or 6, and never 8 or 9. This will be the
case whether the field is social or political or anything else. Your power of influence as a leader will always be below your
leadership capability.
If you want to expand your business to a higher level, if you want to increase the number of branches of your business
establishment, then the first step to be taken is to improve your leadership capability. We have seen instances where a
successfully running business fails and has to shut down on opening a new branch. The main reason for this is the
inability to run two business establishments with the existing leadership ability. At the same time, we also see others
who run hundreds of business establishments successfully at the same time.

Can we improve our leadership ability?
Of course, leadership too is an ability that can be improved by gaining knowledge and through systematic training just
like any other ability. Kingdom of Leadership by Benjali international is a training programme rich in practical techniques
and research samples which helps you to improve the leadership ability inherent in you to the desired way. This
programme helps you bag wonderful achievements in your business and socio-political influence by improving your
leadership ability.
You become a real leader only when your business and activities move towards success even in your absence. And that
is the real leadership success. The Kingdom of Business Leadership Programme helps you to achieve the secrets for the

same.

What you will learn from this Programme?
What is leadership?
How to recognize leadership limits?
How to raise your leadership limits?
Good leadership models.
Training to improve leadership ability.
What is leadership legacy?
How leadership ability and business are connected?

Part -3

BUSINESS WISDOM – ENTREPRENEUR MINDSET
4 days residential workshop

There are no universities or colleges that teach you the real world of business, how to start business , how to manage
your fund apart from book keeping , how to negotiate , how to understand customer needs and problems , how to apply
changes in this rapid changing business environment etc. Hence, it is essential to learn to start and run business
Profitably . profitability is the important concern here.
The world is changing so fast than ever before in the human history. The life span of an industry or business has become
minimal. The technologies, social medias, online platforms , market perception , buying habits , utility concept and
everything related to business and customer is changing within no time.
Motivation and courage is the base line to enter into a business, but to run a business successfully, it is compulsory to
apply business models and strategies in the right way. These changes are applicable in all industries.
This session will help you to understand successful business models and application with case studies, new strategies
to enhance business and market, changing trends and customer behavior, application of effective online market and
social media, methods for systemization of business and Implementation of SOPs and Most important part of Business
Financial strategy.

What you will learn from this Programme?
All about business
Market changes
Successful business models
Identification targeted customers
Successful Business strategies
Systemization of business
Scale up business
Effective management of shops and outlets
Resource management

Human resource management and Business leadership
New Trends online – payment, market, technology, social media and complete updates of about online platform
Finance management, Fund management etc ..
Understanding of A successful entrepreneur Mindset
100s of case studies, National and International
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TOP SELLER- DEVELOPING NO:1 SALES MINDSET
Two Days of Intensive Sales workshop

Are you a failure in sales? Do you find it difficult to sell your products? Why are you not able to close down your sales?
How can you double your sales?
Sale is not only a job, but rather the foundation of every business. The success and failure of an establishment depends
on the ability of the salespersons. Sale is a universal process. It is unfortunate to note that scientific sale skills are
taught very less. The sales profession is a career that needs most training.
We all know that each customer is different and unique. We have to deal with each and every one in a different way. A
salesperson can close his sales well if he can understand the nature of the customer. The Top Seller Training Programme
helps you to categorize your customers into seven major groups based on their nature and interest.
Are you still going on about the outdated sales methods? The Top Seller Programme helps you win your sales by training
you in the modern sales techniques. This unique training programme, which incorporates modern psychological methods
and NLP techniques, teaches you modern sales methods including the Hypnotic Sales.

What is Hypnotic sales?
Hypnotic sale is a method by which the product is instilled in the sub-conscious mind of the customer, by understanding
his/her nature and responding style, and clearing off his/her natural opposition and doubts. This two-day programme
helps you to increase your confidence as a salesperson, and to behave and deal more spontaneously and in a resultoriented way.

Benefits you can grab from the programme
Achieve your sales goals consistently.
Excel in competition.
Learn the proven 7-step sales process.
Improve confidence and self-esteem.
Boost your communication and presentation skills.
Sell more in an energized, peak state.
Learn transactional selling to relationship selling.
Understand the psychology of sales.
Generate more leads from cold calls.

Achieve peak potential performance.
Know 101 prospecting methods.
Know 101 power closing methods.
Learn hypnotic selling.
Learn specific techniques to create sales.
Know 32 new referral methods.
Know 24 ways to win customers and double sales.
Reach exceeding sales targets.
Learn specific formula for success.

What you will learn from this Programme?
How to use internet and social media in sales?
How to do tele-marketing effectively?
How to create instant rapport and build trust?
How to master the art of persuasion?
How to handle dominant reasons that clients use to avoid buying?
How to strengthen the emotional reasons to buy?

Part -5

BUSINESS COACHING – GROUND PLAY
On site Coaching

Most of the time business fails as an impact of the lack of knowledge and perspective. The vital factor for the success
of a business initiative is a business-friendly mindset. The mere wish to be businessman won’t make one so.
This coaching includes on site analysis of your business, identification of problems and fixing, implementation of process
systems , helps you to digitalize business , implementation of new advanced applicable marketing strategy , execution
plans and procedure on-site support to scale your business . guidance to allocate Fund management in development and
marketing, support to develop a team in the organization , financial management and training and development of human
resource, technological implementation and execution of SOPs , Branding support and Many as needed.
One becomes a good business person when proper knowledge, necessary preparations, market study, good resources
and a business-friendly mindset join together. Business mindset can be nurtured by systematic training.
The business we are going to begin should be definitely suiting to our interests. Hence, finding one’s interest and aptitude
too is a difficult mission as a business person.

What all should be known to lead a business to success?
How can one plan a business to succeed?
What all matters should be considered when planning?

How to manage funds effectively? How can the customer be convinced?
You will find the answers for the above mentioned questions at the Personal Business Mentoring Training provided by the
Casac Benjali, which motivates you to lead your business to success.
If you are wondering how to bring success to your business which fails continuously, how to keep good relations with
your employees, and how to keep continuing relations with your customers, this coaching is obviously the right choice
for you.
Huge business organizations were not born out of circumstances, but rather were born in human minds. If you want to
be a great business person, it should emerge from your mind. You can create a business mindset by the mentoring
provided by the Casac Benjali .

Public speaking and trainers training

SPEAK TO WIN
Effective Public Speaking Workshop, No more stage fear
We know many people with good knowledge and abilities who couldn’t reach successful heights mainly because of the
failure in presentation skills. They cannot achieve the success they dream because of stage-fear and lack of proper public
speaking skills. We fail to utilize several wonderful opportunities owing to our inefficiency in effective public speaking.
Public speaking is inevitable in professional life, business and socio-political fields. How much capable we are, if we
cannot present it effectively, we will not achieve the success we deserve in any field.
Sometimes, we find the speech of even very knowledgeable people and writers as horrible because they have not
mastered the art of speech. We must also have witnessed instances when even those who can speak well make talks
not suiting the occasion.
Do you have stage-fear? Are you afraid of oration? Do you wish to speak well?
How can you become a good public speaker? Is it possible to nurture the ability to speak?
The Speak To Win Programme conducted by the Benjali International is a training to improve the ability to speak the
required matters in an attractive way. It is an intensive workshop with money-back guarantee which nurtures the ability
to speak beautifully in business meets, public programmes and social meets etc. Be a part of the programme and you
can fructify your long-cherished dream.

Benefits you can grab from this Programme
Ability to speak beautifully in any stage.
Confidence to be a public speaker.
Effective methods for self-presentation including in interviews.

Opportunity to shine in your job and business meetings.

What you will learn from this Programme?
How to be a public speaker?
Rule of public speaking.
How to overcome stage-fear?
How to begin a speech?
How to manage the contents?
How to conclude a speech?
How to manage body language?
Learn voice modulation techniques.
How to manage eye contact with the audience?
Methods to improve speaking skill. audience?

TRAINERS’ TRAINING PROGRAMME
Lift yourself to lift others

Contributing a bunch of competent trainers to the world is one of the most important goals of the Benjali International.
We aim to mould world class trainers who can make changes in their own lives, family, society and the world through our
systematic training.
Do you want to be a trainer?
Do you wish to be a good speaker?
Are you confident of dreaming a big success in this field?

Then, the Benjali International Trainers’ Training Programme can indeed transform your life. With the help of the training
materials formed by international level research, the 8 days programme will make you an international trainer.
Along with the complete knowledge to take up training as a profession, you will also be provided with training materials
prepared in the modern method as a part of this course.

What you will learn from this Programme?
What is training?
What all should a trainer learn?
How to present?
Things to note in training.

How to be an effective trainer?
How to manage the audience?
How to prepare material for training?

Life Changing Events and Seminars
A company/firm is a combination of different functions, ideas, information, and actions of human individuals. Major part
of a company development involves the development of human potential. It is essential to enhance productivity of
employees to enjoy the desired result from other material investments. Corporate training programs are designed to
uplift employee’s mental and physical performance in organization, and his/her personal life.

Unstoppable

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This 8 / 4 Hours session is designed to enhance human productivity to its peak level.
Different scientific exercises are included to remove their mental block to perform well.
This training suits to everyone in the organization, from top to bottom because it is specially designed to
enhance everyone’s productivity
This training guarantees the physical activeness of human power and help to be active and vibrant, which is an
essential part in customer care and sales.
This program helps them maintain healthy and happy family and other relationships as well.
This is casac benjali’s signature program in corporate training
This workshop includes most effective stress-free life tools

Happy Customer
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 Hours / 8 hours
This training is specially designed to handle customers in sales / service point
This is suitable for every organization which directly deals with customers, e.g.: Hotels, Hospitals,
Banks, Government offices, Retail and Wholesale Businesses, Travel industry, etc.
This program will train people to stay happy and serve happiness and includes soft skill training to handle
customers in more professional manner
This is an effective training for Customer Handling, Communication, gestures, facial expression and also
helps to be stress free.
Happy Service, Happy Customer, Improvement of Business

Sales Wisdom

•
•
•
•
•
•

8 hours Workshop to enhance sales skills
This workshop is designed for those who are in in the field of outdoor, direct or distributor sales.
Super sales motivation to achieve sales target and Physiological techniques in understanding human
needs
How to identify right prospects &techniques to prepare result-oriented sales meeting
This workshop also helps maintain to stress free and happy productive life
Helps you to become a Super enthusiastic, Super Active, Super Vibrant sales staff.

Happy Life & Happy work

Periodic mental retreat is essential for highly stressful work environment / department. some
companies arrange their training programs during annual holidays and vacations. we also organize all
the above listed programs along with a trip or tour.
•
•
•
•
•

8 Hours intensive workshop for happiness and stress-free workplace
This workshop is specially designed to cope up with highly stressful work environment / Department.
This will help you to create a stress-free life.
This includes multiple psychological and spiritual content to retreat human mind
and will teach how to live more happily and peacefully.
This workshop includes practical sessions and daily habit tools

Manager to Leader

Leadership is the most important skill to get things done by other people, managers need force or disciplinary
power to execute any job through a workforce, but for leaders no position or effort is required to accomplish any
job with a large number.
•
•
•

This training will help positional managers to transform into leaders.
Leadership skills can be developed and this Workshop is designed for those who are handling managerial
or supervisory position, or those who want to become a leader in organization, family, or society
This two day workshop is designed in a way that it is incorporated with excellent contents including
Business and social case studies.

Customized Training Programs
We also provide training program as per the client
requirements, Based on which we develop training programs
and materials to achieve training and development goal.
Customized training programs can be done through detailed
discussion with top management or higher officials about the
purpose of training and development.

We also provide training program as per the client requirements, based on which we develop training programs and
materials to achieve training and development goal.
Customized training programs can be done through detailed discussion with top management or higher officials
about the purpose of training and development.

List of customized Program based on the requirements are as follows ( duration can be vary form 2
hours to One year )
1.

Team Building and Management

4.

Goal setting

6.

Customer Interaction

3.

Time Management and Personal effectiveness

8.

Duty Delegation, hierarchy management, succession procedure

7.

SOP Adherence and Implementation

2.

Crisis Management

5.

Training on Clients requirement

“ Many people ‘hope’ that the life will change one day. Hope is not a

strategy to change your life, first create changes in you, then see outside.”

